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1

Nonlinear elasto-plastic formulation for
tunneling effects on superstructures
Itai Elkayam and Assaf Klar

1

Abstract: The paper presents a formulation for evaluating the effect of tunneling on2

existing buildings. The formulation involves the matrix condensation method to represent3

the response of a linear elastic building and macro-elements to represent the nonlinear4

elasto-plastic soil behavior. The formulation includes new features that allow interaction5

between macro-elements, both through the soil continuum and the structure, to result in6

the final displacements of the foundations due to tunneling. One of the advantages of the7

formulation is its ability to incorporate a general input of a greenfield field displacement8

for the interaction analysis, allowing consideration of various tunneling scenarios. The9

formulation is evaluated by a comparison to a continuum based solution obtained using10

the finite difference method. The formulation is then used to conduct a parametric analysis11

of tunneling-soil-superstructure interaction, considering three different approaches: (1) the12

suggested elasto-plastic formulation, (2) purely elastic analysis, and (3) simplified analysis in13

which the foundations are forced to displace as the greenfield. It is shown that the vertical14

settlements of the foundations, due to tunneling, are the greatest when the first approach is15

considered. This is an outcome of the combined vertical and horizontal yielding, depicted in16

the formulation by the coupled yield function and plastic flow potential. Yet damage, which17

relates to differential settlement, appears to be smaller in the elasto-plastic formulation.18

Key words: Tunneling, Building settlements, Macro-Elements, Soil-Structure interaction.19

1. Introduction20

The evaluation of tunneling effects on existing structures is an important process that engineers21

need to confront when dealing with the construction of new tunnels in congested urban areas. When22

dealing with buried structures, such as pipelines, the characteristics of the considered structure may be23
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easily defined by longitudinal bending and axial stiffnesses, facilitating the development of a holistic24

solution for engineering use (e.g. Klar 2018; Klar et al. 2016; Klar and Marshall 2015). On the other25

hand, obtaining a representative solution for the effect of tunneling on existing buildings may raise26

difficulties, due to the complexity of modeling both the structure and the soil accurately, and the fact27

that the solution requires the input from two different civil engineering disciplines (i.e. geotechnical28

and structural engineering). Consequently, most of the existing solutions and design procedures involve29

simplified representation of buildings as beams (e.g. Attewell et al. 1986; Burland 1995; Potts and30

Addenbrooke 1997), which may fail to depict the intricate force displacement relations which exist in31

the buildings.32

A more detailed integrated analysis aiming to understand the response of the structure was per-33

formed by Giardina et al. (2015 2013) to study the nonlinear response of masonry buildings to tunnel-34

ing induced displacements. Franza et al. (2017) presented an integrated analysis of framed structures35

on pile foundations, where the soil was modeled using Winkler springs, and Franza and DeJong (2018)36

presented an analysis of framed structures on shallow foundations that includes linear elastic soil re-37

sponse together with gap and slippage formation at the foundation soil interface.38

While integrated analysis involving both structure and soil should be advocated for, it is of interest39

to develop a procedure that would allow a division of tasks between the two disciplines, yet results in a40

unified accurate solution. This paper follows the concepts of matrix condensation, limited to linear elas-41

tic structures, for collaboration between structural and geotechnical engineers, and offers a complete42

framework for the solution of tunneling effects on superstructures including nonlinear soil behavior.43

The consideration of soil nonlinearity is achieved by adopting and extending the concepts of macro-44

elements, previously used for deformation evaluation of single shallow foundations under static and45

cyclic external loading (e.g. Butterfield and Gottardi 1994; Gottardi et al. 1999; Houlsby and Cassidy46

2002; Nova and Montrasio 1991).47

The paper is composed of four main sections. Section 2 presents the suggested formulation. Sec-48

tion 3 validates the formulation against continuum based solutions. Section 4 presents a parametric49

analysis aiming at identifying the advantages of the suggested approach. Section 5 discusses the main50

conclusions of the current work.51
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2. Formulation52

A popular trend, in recent years, has been to rely on greenfield displacements as an input to soil-53

structure interaction analyses, rather than using finite element (FE) or finite difference (FD) methods for54

a complete solution. The reason for this trend is that finite element or finite difference solutions fail to55

provide reasonable predictions of greenfield displacements unless advanced constitutive relationships56

are used (Addenbrooke et al. 1997; Franzius et al. 2005; Mair and Taylor 1997), and therefore, their57

general use for the solution of the interaction problem may be problematic. The use of the greenfield58

displacements as an input for the analysis may be considered one of the key advantages of the suggested59

method which avoids the difficulties that arise when using FE or FD methods. Nonetheless, a reliable60

description of greenfield displacements is still required for the effective use of the method. This may61

be obtained by field measurements of greenfield displacements near the location of the structure, but62

sufficiently distant such that the tunneling does not affect the building. In the event that site-based63

measurement of greenfield displacements is not a feasible option or if an analysis must be performed64

at an early stage of the project, one may rely on empirical relationships for the greenfield input, such65

as Mair et al. (1993), Loganathan and Poulos (1998) and Marshall et al. (2012).66

The formulation presented in this section focuses on the interaction between the structure, the soil,67

and the tunnel, without an emphasis on a specific macro-element model. The formulation assumes that68

a macro-element, which represent the reaction of the soil to foundation movements, involves a yield69

function, f , a plastic flow potential, g, and a hardening law, H , formulated within a generalized strain70

space as described in Muir-Wood (2004).71

The formulation is based on the following four assumptions: (1) the structure is linear elastic; (2)72

the structure is in contact with the soil at all times; (3) the tunnel itself is not affected by the struc-73

ture; (4) plasticity due to building loads may develop only locally around the foundations. Note that74

slippage between the foundation and the soil is not considered separately from the horizontal yielding75

(i.e. no interface elements). The first assumption is legitimate if the main purpose of the analysis is76

to identify the range of tunneling conditions for which the structure remains in its serviceability state77

(i.e. no serious damage and stiffness degradation). The second assumption is mostly likely valid for78

any multistory buildings (due to their large overall weight). Regardless, the validity of the first two79

assumptions may be examined during, or at the end of, the evaluation process. The third and fourth80
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assumptions may be less legitimate. However, if the foundations are sufficiently spaced and the tunnel81

is deep, these assumptions may be sufficient, and allow the use of an elasto-plastic macro-elements82

formulation for the foundation system. Note that assumptions (3) and (4) do not restrict the develop-83

ment of a plastic region around the tunnel, which is most likely to develop regardless of the building,84

but merely assumes a separation of plastic zones. This is because the plasticity around the tunnel itself85

is depicted in the greenfield response (which constitutes an input to the analysis). If, however, a large86

tunnel volume loss is expected and the plastic zone around the tunnel extends up to the surface, it is87

recommended to avoid the use of the proposed method, since the above assumptions are violated. The88

need for separation of plastic zones (between the tunnel and the structure) was discussed in Klar et al.89

(2007) for the problem of tunneling effects on pipelines.90

Macro-element formulations (Muir-Wood 2004; Nova and Montrasio 1991) aim to represent indi-91

vidual foundations, without considering any interaction between the different foundations which form92

the global foundation system. The current work, on the other hand, assumes coupling between founda-93

tions, through both the response of the structure and the continuum nature of the soil. This, however,94

complicates the mathematical treatment involved with macro-elements, as the plastic multiplier for a95

certain foundation becomes dependent on the behavior of the other foundations. To avoid the complex96

process of solving the resulting nonlinear set of equations, an iterative scheme, which allows local solu-97

tion of the macro-elements is adopted. The following lines present the governing expressions involved98

in the formulation, some of which are solved globally for the complete foundation system, and some99

individually for each foundation.100

The superstructure behavior may be represented using the following equation:101

[1] {F c} = [Sc]
{
uf
}
− {R}102

where {F c} is a vector representing the soil reaction acting on the superstructure, {uf} are the total103

displacements of the foundations (3 for translation and 3 for rotation), [Sc] is the condensed stiffness104

matrix of the superstructure associated with the foundation’s nodes, and {R} are the fixed support re-105

actions of the structure (i.e. the live and dead loads of the building transferred to a fixed foundation106

system). The condensed matrix [Sc] may easily be derived by the structural engineer from the complete107

building model, facilitating the aforementioned task division between the engineers. The condensed108
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matrix is built by restraining all of the degrees of freedom of all foundations, and then imposing a109

unit displacement at each degree of freedom at a time. The calculated reactions at all of the restraints110

provide the values for a single column of the condensed matrix. This procedure is repeated for all the111

degrees of freedom to result in a relatively small, fully populated, condensed matrix that incorporates112

the structural response within a lean representation of the foundation system. This condensation ap-113

proach was recently used for incorporating the structure response in a foundation optimization problem114

(Leung et al. 2017).115
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the matrix condensation method. A view from bottom up of the foundation reactions

An illustration of the process is provided in Fig. 1 for a simplified case in which the foundations116

resist only vertical displacements. A unit displacement is imposed in the vertical direction of foundation117

No. 1 (δ1 = 1). The resultant reactions in all of the foundations, Ri, constitute the first column of the118

condensed stiffness matrix (Sci,1 = Ri, i = 1, .., N , where N is the number of foundation degrees of119

freedom, 36 in the example). This process of imposing a displacement and calculating the reactions120

needs to be repeated for all other foundations to result in Sci,j for the N by N condensed matrix. The121

above condensation process, limited for vertical response in the illustration, should be performed for122

all degrees of freedom involved in the soil structure coupling.123

The above refers to the response of a linear elastic structure. The other component of the formu-124
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lation is the response of the soil. In general, the soil displacement, represented by vector {us}, may125

be decomposed into two main components; one due to local loading (loading at the location of the126

foundation), {ul}, and the other due to loading at other locations (including the tunnel), {uc}.127

[2] {us} =
{
ul
}

+ {uc}128

Essentially {uc} are the displacements resulting from the continuum nature of the soil domain, which is129

actually the reason for the interaction between the foundations (themselves) and the tunnel. {uc} may130

be further decomposed into two terms, one expressing the effect of the tunnel and the other expressing131

the interaction between the foundations:132

[3] {uc} =
{
utun

}
+
{
uit
}

133

where {utun} are the continuum displacements due to tunneling, and {uit} are the displacements due134

to the interaction between different foundations. Utilizing the aforementioned third assumption, that135

the structure does not affect the tunnel, leads {utun} to be equal to the greenfield displacements, {ugf}.136

Following the fourth assumption, stating that plastic deformations due to building loads develop locally137

around the foundation, {ul} is decomposed into elastic and plastic components, leading Eq. 2 to be:138

[4] {us} =
{
ule
}

+
{
ulp
}

+
{
ugf
}

+
{
uit
}

139

The soil reaction can be represented as a linear function of the local elastic displacements:140

[5] {F s} = [Ks]
{
ule
}

= [Ks]
(
{us} −

{
ulp
}
−
{
ugf
}
−
{
uit
})

141

where {F s} are the soil forces acting on the foundation, and [Ks] is the soil elastic stiffness matrix,142

which can be established based on elastic continuum solutions as detailed later on.143

In order to establish a soil-structure interaction solution one must ask for equilibrium and compat-144

ibility between the soil and the structure. That is, the forces acting on the foundations are equal but145

opposite to the forces acting on the soil ({F c} = −{F s}), and {uf} = {us}, which can be unified146

into a single displacement value, {u}. Substituting {u} for {uf} in Eq. 1 and for {us} in Eq. 5, and147
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equating {F c} to −{F s} results, after some algebraic manipulation, in:148

[6] ([Sc] + [Ks]) {u} = [Ks]
({
ulp
}

+
{
ugf
}

+
{
uit
})

+ {R}149

The assumption that plastic displacement is local infers that the interaction between the foundation150

is solely elastic. Consequently, {uit} may be evaluated using a flexibility matrix:151

[7]
{
uit
}

= [λ] {F s} = − [λ] {F c} = − [λ] ([Sc] {u} − {R})152

where [λ] is the soil elastic interaction matrix, which relates the displacement at the foundation to the153

forces acting at other foundations. Note that [λ] is fully populated, having a main diagonal of zeros.154

Introducing the above equation into Eq. 6 results in:155

[8] ([Sc] + [Ks] + [Ks] [λ] [Sc]) {u} = [Ks]
({
ulp
}

+
{
ugf
})

+ ([Ks] [λ] + [I]) {R}156

Note that except for {ulp} and {u}, all other quantities are known or defined as part of the input to157

the problem (including the independent greenfield displacement). In fact, if {ulp} can be evaluated158

then the foundation displacement solution, {u}, may be easily obtained from the solution of the above159

linear set of equations. The process of resolving {ulp} involves the use of macro-elements, together160

with their yield and plastic flow functions.161

Since the solution of a macro-element requires the evaluation of the forces on the foundation, and162

is force-path dependent, an incremental procedure is suggested. The procedure involves an iterative163

scheme to obtain the correct plastic increments without the need to formulate a set of nonlinear equa-164

tions for simultaneous solution of all foundations. At each increment of loading, the following equation165

is solved iteratively to evaluate the increment of the total displacement of the foundations:166

{∆uI+1} = [A]
−1

[Ks]
({

∆ulpI

}
+
{

∆ugf
})

+ [A]
−1

[B] {∆R}[9a]167

[A] = [Sc] + [Ks] + [Ks] [λ] [Sc][9b]168

[B] = [Ks] [λ] + [I][9c]169
170

where {∆uI} represents the incremental displacement of the foundation at iteration “I”. Only if the171
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increment of plastic displacement, {∆ulpI }, is zero, the process will converge after a single iteration,172

otherwise the plastic displacement for each foundation needs to be evaluated iteratively.173

The values of {∆uI} and {∆ulpI } are updated in the iterative process until convergence to the174

correct values, based on the yield function and plastic flow potential. The calculation of the plastic175

displacement is conducted locally for each foundation, and then gathered together into a single vector176

to be evaluated within Eq. 9a in the next iteration. At every iteration the plastic displacement increment177

is evaluated using the following equation:178

{
∆ulpI+1

}
= Λ

dg

d {F ∗}
[10a]179

{
∆uleI+1

}
= ([I] + [λ] [Sc]) {∆uI+1} −

{
∆ulpI+1

}
−
{

∆ugf
}
− [λ] {∆R}[10b]180

Λ = Solve
[
f
(

[Ks]
({
ule
}

+
{

∆uleI+1

})
, H
({
ulp
}

+
{

∆ulpI+1

}))
= 0
]

(Λ ≥ 0)

[10c]181

182

where H is the hardening function, {ule} and {ulp} are the total elastic and plastic displacements183

developed until the current increment, {F ∗} are the total forces acting on the ground at the start of the184

increment, f and g are the yield and plastic flow potential functions of the foundation macro-element185

formulation and Λ is the plastic multiplier. In Eqs. 10a and 10c, {ule}, {ulp} and {F ∗} are the local186

components for each foundation individually.187

Because macro-elements are force path dependent the procedure should simulate also the construc-188

tion stage of the building. This may be achieved by first simulating the response of the structure and189

the soil to the building loads, followed by the second stage of calculation aiming to simulate the re-190

sponse of the system to the tunnel excavation. In general, there is no difference in the formulation for191

the two stages, only that at the first stage {R} is gradually increased while {ugf} is zero, followed by192

the second stage where {R} is constant and {ugf} develops. Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the iterative193

calculation cycle for a given increment of loading or excavation.194

3. Verification195

The formulation suggested in this paper is based on several assumptions which require validation.196

For example, the assumption of linear interaction between the foundations and the use of greenfield197

displacement as input for the solution. These assumptions relate to the continuum nature of the soil, and198
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the incremental iterative process

hence require validation against continuum based solutions. This work uses a FD solution merely to199

validate the fundamental assumptions, and does not claim that the continuum solutions necessarily rep-200

resent any specific field condition (due to the aforementioned difficulties to predict reliable greenfield201

displacement using FD). Since the suggested formulation requires an input of the form of greenfield202

displacement, the limitation of the FD solution does not hinder the validity of the comparison, as long203

as both involve the same greenfield conditions. Consequently, the greenfield input used for the com-204

parison is that obtained from the greenfield condition of the continuum (FD) solution.205
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3.1. Building model206

The building used for the verification is presented in Fig. 3. The considered building is a 5-story207

(6-floor) building with a 20× 20m base. The building is composed of 0.4× 0.4m columns, 0.2× 0.4m208

beams and floor thickness of 0.16m. A C-20 concrete (Ec = 26.2 × 106kPa) is associated with the209

structural components. The height of each storey is 3m and the distance between the columns is 4m.210

The building is supported by 36, 2.5× 2.5m, shallow foundations, all of which are rigid and connected211

to the structure by a short 0.4m column extension. Fig. 4 shows the foundations footprint together with212

its numbering. A uniform load on each floor of 5kN/m2 was considered in addition to the self weight213

of the building. The building model, from which the condensed stiffness matrix and reactions vector214

(reactions with no displacement of the foundations) were extracted, was generated using the structural215

engineering package of COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL 2008). The extracted [Sc] and {R} were216

used as an input both for the formulation and the FD continuum model.217

While the formulation is general and may include up to 6 degrees of freedom for coupling between218

the soil and structure, the torsional one may be released at the level of the soil, under the assumption219

that the structure resistance to torsion is high compared to that of the soil and that the greenfield input220

does not include torsional components. This assumption was considered in the problems presented in221

the paper, and hence only 5 degrees of freedom are coupled (3 translations in x, y, and z, and 2 rotations222

about x and y axes).223

Fig. 3. Building model used for the verification process.
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Fig. 4. Foundations position and numbering

3.2. Finite difference model224

The finite difference model used for the verification is shown in Fig. 5. The FLAC3D (Itasca 2011)225

code was used to solve the equations of motion. The soil was modeled using an elasto perfectly plastic226

constitutive law answering the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion and non-associative plastic flow. The227

soil was modeled using a bulk modulus, K, of 83, 333kPa, shear modulus, G, of 50, 000kPa, internal228

angle of friction, φ, of 350, cohesion, c, of 0, mass density, ρ, of 1.7t/m3, and a plastic flow potential229

of zero dilation (g = σ1 − σ3). The mesh size in the model (i.e. the distance between two neighboring230

grid points) was 0.5m in each direction.231

A designated subroutine was written to represent the building behavior using the established [Sc]232

matrix. The building was modeled by controlling the velocity of the grid points which are in contact233

with the structure foundations (represented in blue in Fig. 5). The motion of each foundation was234

governed by a servo-control that answers the following expression:235

[11]
{v}t+∆t/2

i = {v}t−∆t/2
i +

{∆F}i − 0.8 |{∆F}i| sgn
(
{v} t−∆t/2

i

)
{M}i

∆t

{M}i = [Sc]i,i ·∆t
2 · FS

236

where {v}i is the rate of change of the ith degree of freedom (for example velocity and rotations),237
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Fig. 5. View of the FLAC3D model

{∆F}i is the unbalanced force between the structure and the soil at degree of freedom i ({∆F} =238

[Sc]{u}−{R}+ {F s}, where {F s} is the sum of forces representing the soil reaction at the displace-239

ment controlled grid points). {M}i is the pseudo mass of each degree of freedom defined to keep the240

critical time step as that defined by FLAC3D together with a stability factor of safety, FS. Note that241

the above equation represents the “foundation” degrees of freedom and not those of the grid points242

associated with the contact area of the foundation in the FLAC3D (blue area in Fig. 5). That is, the 5243

degrees of freedom of each foundation in the structure need to be converted into rigid body motion of244

a rectangular area representing the foundation in the continuum analysis.245

[12]

vgp,z = vf,z + vf,θx · (ygp − yf ) + vf,θy · (xf − xgp)

vgp,x = vf,x

vgp,y = vf,y

246

where {vf} is the foundation velocity and {vgp} is the grid point velocity (z refers to the vertical direc-247

tion and x and y to the horizontal directions). The effective contact area of the foundation (considering248
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the element size) was 2.5× 2.5m.249

A 5m diameter tunnel with a centerline depth of 15m was considered. The tunnel excavation pro-250

cess was modeled by volume control, forcing the tunnel perimeter to contract concentrically towards251

the tunnel centerline. A volume loss of 1% (at the tunnel level) was prescribed, yielding a maximum252

greenfield displacement of 6.96mm. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the procedure is to vali-253

date the fundamental assumptions, given the same greenfield input. As such there is no claim that254

the considered simplified concentric contraction nor the resultant finite difference greenfield condition255

represent any specific field condition, but rather constitute a reasonable input for comparison between256

the methods. In fact, the resultant greenfield vertical displacements at the location of the foundations257

corresponded well to a Gaussian settlement trough with an inflection point, i, of 8.22m. This indicates258

that the considered case may represent a real tunnelling scenario, but of a tunnel at greater depth than259

15m (considering a typical ratio of i/Zt of 0.5 or smaller).260

3.3. Fitted fundamental functions261

In order to validate the suggested formulation with the FD code, the elasto-plastic behavior of a262

single foundation and the interaction between the foundations must be comparable before introducing263

them into the formulation. Consequently, the foundation elastic stiffness matrix ([Ks]), the hardening264

function H , the interaction matrix ([λ]) and the greenfield displacement ({ugf}), were all extracted265

from the FD model using different, independent, relevant simulations. The following subsections, 3.3.1266

to 3.3.4, detail the determination processes of the individual functions, while section 3.4 summarizes267

the comparison of the suggested approach with that of FLAC3D.268

3.3.1. Single foundation loading269

The foundation elastic stiffness matrix and the hardening function (i.e. the limit vertical load) were270

defined using a finite difference simulation of a single foundation with the same soil properties as271

presented in section 3.2.272

The foundation elastic stiffness matrix was defined using an elastic FLAC3D model with the same273

elastic properties as in the elasto-plastic model. The stiffness matrix was evaluated by applying dis-274

placements to one of the foundations of the model (the corner foundation) and summing the related275
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grid point unbalanced forces (reactions). The resultant foundation elastic stiffness matrix is:276

[13]

{F} = [Ks∗] · {u}

V

Hx

Hy

Mx/B

My/B


=



Kvv 0 0 0 0

0 Khh 0 0 −Khθ

0 0 Khh Khθ 0

0 0 Khθ Kθθ 0

0 −Khθ 0 0 Kθθ


·



uz

ux

uy

Bθx

Bθy


Kvv = 37.38× 104 kN/m, Khh = 32.89× 104 kN/m,

Kθθ = 42.55× 104/B2 kN/m, Khθ = 40.44× 104/B kN/m

277

where B is the foundation width, [Ks∗] is the elastic stiffness matrix for a single foundation. The soil278

elastic stiffness matrix, [Ks], for all foundations is composed using the single foundation matrix.279

The hardening function was first evaluated by calibrating the macro-element response against the280

vertical load-displacement behavior of a single foundation in the FD model. Two hardening functions281

were examined, the first is based on the function presented by Nova and Montrasio (1991):282

[14]
Vlimit
Vult

= 1− exp

(
−R0wp
Vult

)
283

where Vlimit is the vertical limit load applied on the foundation, Vult is the vertical failure load (when284

only vertical load is applied), wp is the vertical (plastic) displacement and R0 is the initial slope of the285

load-settlement curve (R0 has units of stiffness - kN/m). The second is based on the function presented286

by Gottardi et al. (1999):287

[15] Vlimit =
Kpwp

1 + [(Kpwpm/Vult)− 2](wp/wpm) + (wp/wpm)2
288

where Kp is the initial plastic stiffness, wp is the vertical plastic displacement and wpm is the value of289

wp at the vertical failure load (Vult).290

The hardening function presented by Nova and Montrasio (1991) (Eq. 14) was originally developed291

for a rigid-plastic constitutive law where R0 is the initial slope of the load-displacement curve. In the292

current formulation, in which the behavior is elasto-plastic, the meaning ofR0 is different. Nonetheless,293
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it can be shown that if R0 is replaced by Kvvα/(1 − α) (where Kvv is the elastic vertical stiffness),294

such that:295

[16] Vlimit(w
p) = Vult

(
1− exp

(
−

α
1−αKvvw

p

Vult

))
296

then the initial virgin loading stiffness will be equal to αKvv . Essentially, this allows evaluation of297

R0 or α from the FD simulations by investigation of the ratio of initial virgin loading stiffness to the298

unloading (elastic) stiffness. Alternatively, one can search of the best α to fit the response in terms of299

plastic displacement and vertical load.300

Fig. 6 shows the vertical load values obtained from the FLAC3D analysis and the best calibrated301

Gottardi et al. (1999) (Eq. 15) and Nova and Montrasio (1991) (Eq. 16) models. Three curves are302

shown in Fig. 6: (1) Eq. 16 with α = 1/3 and Vult = 5885kN is shown as a dashed line, (2) Eq. 15303

with Kp = α
1−αKvv , α = 0.45, wpm = 0.4m and Vult = 5885kN (wpm and Vult were taken from the304

FLAC3D results) is shown as a dotted line, and (3) FLAC3D is shown as a continuous line. Note that305

Vult was taken from the FLAC3D results.306

Fig. 6a shows the relationship between the vertical load, V , to the total displacement,w. The elastic307

vertical stiffness, Kvv , extracted from the unloading slope of the elasto-plastic FLAC3D model gave a308

value of 37.4 × 104kN/m. This value is very similar to the elastic vertical stiffness extracted from the309

elastic model and used in the suggested formulation (37.38× 104kN/m).310

As can be seen in Fig. 6a, the initial loading stiffness (slope) of the FLAC3D model is similar to311

the unloading slope, which means that the initial elasto–plastic stiffness is equal to the elastic stiffness.312

This can be associated with discretization of the FLAC3D mesh. An infinitely small mesh discretization313

would have led to plastic yielding in the FLAC3D model at the initial state, considering that finer314

discretization would make the elastic part of the solution closer to the exact elastic solution which315

involves an infinite contact stress at the edge of a rigid foundation.316

Fig. 6b shows the results of the comparison between the calibrated hardening functions and the FD317

results. In this comparison, the vertical plastic displacement of FLAC3D is calculated using the elastic318

vertical stiffness (i.e. wp = w −Kvv · V ). As can be seen, both Eqs. 15 and 16 exhibit fair agreement319

with the FLAC3D model. Eq. 15 uses one more parameter than Eq. 16 (wpm), and provides a slightly320

better agreement.321
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Fig. 6. Vertical load-displacement comparison between FLAC3D and analytical models: (a) Load-total displace-
ment relationship, (b) Load-plastic displacement relationship

3.3.2. Interaction between the foundations322

While the solution involves all degrees of freedom, the interaction between foundations was as-323

sumed to be governed only by vertical continuum deformation. The interaction matrix was evaluated324

using the finite difference simulations without the tunnel. The interaction matrix was evaluated by325

applying vertical displacement (in the elasto-plastic model) to one of the corner foundations and cal-326

culating the vertical reaction of the same foundation and the displacements of all other foundations.327

Fig. 7 shows the interaction results evaluated from the above procedure, where the horizontal axis328

represents the force acting on the controlled foundation and the vertical axis represents the vertical329

displacement of all the foundations. Each line represents a different foundation at a different distance330

from the controlled foundation. As can be seen, the response of the loaded (controlled) foundation is331

not linear, but the response of all the other foundations is roughly linear. This infers that the assumption332

of linear interaction between the foundations is legitimate. The interaction factors were evaluated from333

the slope of the lines presented in Fig. 7.334
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Fig. 7. Interaction results from FLAC3D

3.3.3. Greenfield displacement335

The greenfield displacement ({ugf}, vertical, horizontal and rotational), for the verification model,336

was evaluated by using the same finite difference model without the building and any foundation (i.e.337

free surface without controlling the foundation grid points velocity). All quantities were defined based338

on the average greenfield displacement within the supposed foundation area, where the rotation was339

defined based on the average slope relative to the center of the foundation.340

3.3.4. The yield function f and plastic flow potential g341

The additional input required for the suggested formulation is the yield function and plastic flow342

potential function. The yield function, f , used in this work is an extension of the function presented by343
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Nova and Montrasio (1991), from 3 degrees of freedom to 5:344

[17]
f =

(
Hx

µVult

)2

+

(
Hy

µVult

)2

+

(
Mx

ψBVult

)2

+

(
My

ψBVult

)2

−

−
(
V

Vult

)2(
1− V

Vlimit

)2β

= 0

345

where Hx and Hy are the horizontal forces, Mx and My are the moments acting on the foundations, V346

is the vertical force, Vlimit is the vertical limit load, β = 0.95, µ = 0.52 and ψ = 0.35 (as suggested347

by Nova and Montrasio (1991)). Note that the foundation has no resistance against torsion. The plastic348

flow potential function, g, used in this work is an extension of the function presented by Cremer et al.349

(2001), from 3 degrees of freedom to 5:350

[18] g =

(
Hx

κVult

)2

+

(
Hy

κVult

)2

+

(
Mx

ξBVult

)2

+

(
My

ξBVult

)2

+

(
V

Vult

)2

= C351

where κ = 0.23, ξ = 0.18 and C is a constant allowing the plastic flow potential to intersect the yield352

function at {F ∗}.353

3.4. Verification results354

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the vertical total displacements of the foundations before (Fig. 8a)355

and after (Fig. 8b) tunneling. The horizontal axis represents values from the FLAC3D model and the356

vertical axis represents values from the suggested formulation. The suggested formulation results are357

presented for the two hardening functions provided earlier in Eqs. 14 and 15.358

As can be seen in Fig. 8, the vertical displacements from the FLAC3D model are lower than the359

vertical displacements obtained by the suggested formulation. One should remember that the values360

represent the total displacement, including the settlement of the building which existed before the361

tunneling process. The discrepancy between the results is associated with the effect of the hardening362

function on the initial stages of the simulation (i.e. on the settlement components which are relevant363

to the construction stage of the building). Fig. 8c shows a comparison of the developed vertical dis-364

placement due to the tunneling process (i.e. the final, “after tunneling”, displacement minus the “before365

tunneling” displacement). As can be seen, the agreement is good, supporting the above reason for the366

discrepancy in the total displacement values.367
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In order to verify that this is indeed the reason for the discrepancy, another hardening function was368

considered. Rather than using a predefined closed form analytical hardening function, a numerical fitted369

curve was defined to represent the hardening function as obtained in FLAC3D. The fitted hardening370

function may be considered to be “perfect” in the sense that it does not deviate from the hardening371

function described in Fig. 6b as curve (3). Fig. 9 shows the comparison between the formulations when372

using the fitted hardening function in the suggested model. As can be seen, the agreement is good,373

indicating that indeed the difference originated from the hardening function and its behavior under the374

building construction process.375

Fig. 10 shows the resultant foundation displacements due to tunneling within a central plane per-376

pendicular to the tunnel centerline (that is, settlements, horizontal displacements and rotations of foun-377

dations 3,9,15,21,27 and 33 in Fig. 4). Note that the suggested formulation values are those obtained378

using the yield functions of Nova and Montrasio (1991) and Gottardi et al. (1999) (i.e. Eqs. 14 and 15)379

and not the modified ones aiming to explain the source of deviation from FLAC3D. Good agreement380

exists between the suggested approach and FLAC3D in terms of overall settlement.381

A few interesting observations can be made with respect to the deformation values compared to382

those of the greenfield. As can be seen, the foundation settlements are greater than those of the green-383

field. This behavior is counter-intuitive to that which is known from linear elastic solutions of the384

problem, in which the greenfield displacements are “moderated” by the structure stiffness to result385

in a settlement trough ‘around’ the greenfield input. The source of this interesting phenomenon lies386

within the coupled vertical-horizontal plastic response of the foundation. It occurs due to the high stiff-387

ness of the building in the horizontal direction and the symmetry of the building with respect to the388

greenfield displacement profile. In this context, the direction of the plastic incremental displacement389

is determined by the plastic flow potential (i.e. ∆ulpx = Λdg/dHx and ∆ulpz = Λdg/dV ), leading390

to ∆ulpz = ∆ulpx κ
2V/Hx when considering the plastic flow potential provided in Eq. 18. This infers391

that yielding due to horizontal loading will add to the vertical displacement. If one considers that the392

horizontal displacements of the foundations themselves are negligible under a symmetric greenfield393

input due to the high horizontal stiffness of the building, then the majority of the greenfield horizon-394

tal displacement will transform into soil plastic horizontal displacements. Fig. 10b shows that indeed395

the building horizontal displacements are negligible compared to those of the greenfield. Note that396

the above explanation involves the assumption that the elastic horizontal soil displacements are small397
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relative to the plastic displacements. A rough estimation of the magnitude of the additional vertical398

displacement may be obtained by using the plastic flow potential together with the displacement and399

force values, ulpz = ugfx κ
2V/Hx. Using this equation together with the vertical and horizontal forces400

on each of the foundations, associated with Fig. 10, results in a ulpz in the range of 0.6 to 1mm. This401

range fairly agrees with the difference between the computed foundation settlement and the vertical402

greenfield displacement as shown in Fig. 10 (which ranges between 0.4 to 1.4mm in the suggested403

formulation).404

This phenomenon, of increase of settlement due to coupling in the yielding, is not an artificial405

results of the formulation, since it was also observed in the continuum simulation used for verification.406

It should be emphasized that linear elastic solutions cannot predict such behavior, and will always407

result in a settlement trough ‘around’ the greenfield input (i.e. the structure will only moderate the408

differential displacement of the greenfield).409

The plastic coupling may also explain the discrepancy observed between FLAC3D and the formula-410

tion in two external foundations (2 at the right and 2 at the left). The adopted plastic flow potential and411

the combined yield surface in the formulation, Eqs. 17 and 18, may not correspond perfectly to that412

developed with the global foundation response in FLAC3D, and since the discrepancy increases with413

ugf , this may be observed where the greenfield horizontal displacements attain a maximal value.414

Another interesting observation, apparent in Fig. 10c, is that the rotations of foundations due to415

tunneling are opposite to the greenfield values. This is a result of the horizontal and rotational coupling416

that exists in the structure itself. That is, the horizontal forces acting on the structure lead to outwards417

rotation away from the tunnel. This was verified using two consecutive elastic analyses in which the418

greenfield horizontal displacements were applied in one case and ignored in the other. This indicated419

that the horizontally induced horizontal forces lead to this behavior. It should also be noted that coupled420

plastic deformations due the combined loading may affect the rotational response, and this may explain,421

as before, some of the discrepancy observed between the formulations.422

While the trends of behavior are similar in the FLAC3D and the formulations, the differential settle-423

ments, which relates to tunneling induced damage, are not identical. Yet, both models provide a similar424

deflection ratio, ∆/L, over the entire building (0.015% and 0.017%), which is small and should not425

create any severe damage to the considered structure.426
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4. Parametric study427

This section presents a parametric analysis using the suggested formulation for the examination428

of the effect of tunneling on different frame-structure buildings. Buildings with different number of429

stories were considered, each of which with its corresponding structure stiffness. The effect of the430

excavation process, in terms of tunnel face advancement, was also examined using 3D incremental431

greenfield displacement fields as input.432

Fig. 11 shows the considered buildings in the parametric study. The buildings are of 2 to 5 stories433

(i.e. 3 to 6 floors including the roof), symmetrical with 5 spans in each direction, resulting in 36434

foundations. The building components are identical to those presented in section 3.1. As before, the435

building condensed stiffness matrix and reaction vectors were extracted using COMSOL Multiphysics436

(COMSOL 2008).437

The elastic stiffness of the foundations, Kvv , Khh, Kθθ and Khθ (required for Eq. 13) were438

evaluated based on the theory of elasticity (Poulos and Davis 1974): Kvv = βz2G
√
BL/(1 − ν),439

Khh = βx2G
√
BL/(1 − ν), Kθθ = 2GB2L/Iθ/(1 − ν) and Kθh = 0. All foundations had the440

size of 2.5 × 2.5m. For square foundations βz = 1.05, βx = 0.868 and Iθ = 3.7. The value of441

G/(1−ν), involved in all of the above stiffness terms, was taken as 71.4MPa. The interaction between442

the foundations was based on the theory of elasticity (Davis and Selvadurai 1996):443

[19] λv,ij =


1− ν
2Gd∗

i = j

1− ν
2Gd∗

2

π
arcsin

 d∗

2
√

(xi − xj)2
+ (yi − yj)2

 i 6= j
444

where (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) are the coordinates of foundations i and j and d∗ is the equivalent diameter445

equal to βzB. Note that interaction between foundations due to moment and horizontal forces is as-446

sumed to be negligible, and hence only vertical foundation to foundation interaction is considered. The447

global interaction matrix, [λ] (used in Eq. 7), is composed of individual values of λv . The above equa-448

tion also expresses the displacement of a foundation due to its own loading (i.e. i = j). However, the449

global interaction matrix considers only interaction between different foundations, and hence a value450

of zero is associated with λv,ii in the process of constructing the interaction matrix.451

The foundation bearing capacity was estimated using Meyerhof (1951), with a friction angle, φ, of452
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300 and volumetric unit weight, γ, of 20kN/m3, resulting in Vult = 3183kN. The building response453

was evaluated for the input of a tunnel at depth, zt, of 15m, diameter, Dt, of 4m, and volume loss,454

VL, ranging from 0.75% to 2.25%, which gives maximum greenfield vertical settlements, smax, in the455

range of 5mm to 15mm.456

The yield and plastic flow potential functions used in this section are the same as presented in457

Section 3.3 (Eqs. 17 and 18 respectively). The hardening law used in the parametric study is the one458

presented by Nova and Montrasio (1991) (Eq. 14).459

A gradually applied final settlement trough answering a Gaussian shape (sv(x) = smax exp(−0.5460

x2/i2), and sx(x) = −x/ztsv(x), i = 0.5zt) was considered as the greenfield input for the analysis461

presented in this section. Given that analytical functions describe the greenfield condition, the input462

for the analysis was based on the values at the center of the foundation (with rotations defined using463

derivatives of the vertical displacement). Defining the greenfield input using averaged values within the464

area of the foundation (where the rotation was defined as the averaged slope relative to the center of the465

foundation, as in the verification problem), resulted in practically the same values (with less than 0.5%466

difference). In the formulation the greenfield is applied incrementally to represent the gradual increase467

of volume loss (until maximum displacement).468

The vertical response of foundations 3,9,15,21,27 and 33, shown in Fig. 4 are discussed. These469

foundations constitute the third foundation row perpendicular to the tunnel centerline of each of the470

buildings presented earlier. Fig. 12 shows the total vertical displacement before tunneling. As expected,471

greater loads (bigger buildings) lead to greater vertical displacements. Fig. 13 shows the tunneling472

induced displacements for each of the considered cases; i.e. the final foundation displacements minus473

their displacement before tunneling. As in the previous section, the resultant horizontal displacements474

were negligible compare to those of the greenfield, and therefore not presented.475

As in the verification problem, the resultant vertical displacements are higher than those of the476

greenfield. This phenomenon was explained earlier, and is an outcome of the coupling between hori-477

zontal and vertical plastic flow.478

The resultant deformation may be used to evaluate potential damage in the structure. This can be479

achieved by forcing the foundations of the structure to displace according to the values obtained by480

the suggested formulation. Investigating a kinematically forced field based on the frame deformation481

would most likely be an over-conservative approach for masonry walls, but may well be reasonable for482
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damage evaluation in non-structural elements such as cladding. This can be achieved by considering a483

bi-linear variation of displacement within the frame planes, using the frame node values as input.484

[20]
δz =δz1 + (δz2 − δz1)

x

Lx
+ (δz4 − δz1)

z

Lz
+ (δz1 − δz2 + δz3 − δz4)

xz

LxLz

δx =δx1 + (δx2 − δx1)
x

Lx
+ (δx4 − δx1)

z

Lz
+ (δx1 − δx2 + δx3 − δx4)

xz

LxLz

485

where δx and δz are the in-plane displacements, and δzi and δxi are the displacements at the 4 corners486

(i=1,..,4) as presented in Fig. 14. Lx and Lz are the dimensions of the rectangular plane within each487

frame opening.488

Using the derived displacement field the maximum principal in plane strain can be evaluated.489

The strains may be evaluated using the displacement derivatives as follows:490

[21]

εzz =
∂δz
∂z

= (δz4 − δz1)
1

Lz
+ (δz1 − δz2 + δz3 − δz4)

x

LxLz

εxx =
∂δx
∂x

= (δx2 − δx1)
1

Lx
+ (δx1 − δx2 + δx3 − δx4)

z

LxLz

εxz =
1

2

(
∂δz
∂x

+
∂δx
∂z

)
=

=
1

2
( (δz2 − δz1)

1

Lx
+ (δz1 − δz2 + δz3 − δz4)

z

LxLz

+ (δx4 − δx1)
1

Lz
+ (δx1 − δx2 + δx3 − δx4)

x

LxLz
)

491

The maximum strain, which is the principal strain, can be evaluated from the in-plane strain compo-492

nents:493

[22] εmax =
εzz + εxx

2
+

√
1

4
(εzz − εxx)

2
+ ε2xz494

The above expression was used to investigate the difference between the following three analy-495

sis approaches: (1) elasto-plastic solution - based on the suggested formulation; (2) elastic solution496

- considering elastic soil behavior with the same elastic parameters as in the elasto-plastic solution;497

(3) greenfield solution - forcing the foundation displacements due to tunneling to be the greenfield498

displacements. The elastic solution and greenfield solution methods are commonly used by engineers,499

therefore, the validity of those methods to accurately predict the building damage is of interest.500

Table 1 shows the maximum strain within the building, where Table 1a shows the results of the501
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elasto-plastic solution, Table 1b shows the results of the elastic solution, and Table 1c shows the results502

of the greenfield solution. Note that the maximum strain in the planes parallel to the tunnel centerline503

was found to be one order of magnitude smaller than the maximum strain of the planes perpendicular504

to the tunnel centerline (presented in the tables).505

Table 1. Maximum strains (εmax) in the building
walls (%)

(a) Elasto-plastic solution

smax 5 story 4 story 3 story 2 story
5mm 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.023

10mm 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.043
15mm 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.062

(b) Elastic solution

smax 5 story 4 story 3 story 2 story
5mm 0.025 0.026 0.026 0.026

10mm 0.051 0.051 0.052 0.053
15mm 0.076 0.077 0.078 0.079

(c) Greenfield displacement solution

smax 5 story 4 story 3 story 2 story
5mm 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045

10mm 0.089 0.089 0.089 0.089
15mm 0.134 0.134 0.134 0.134

As can be seen, the strain levels increase with the volume loss and greenfield displacements. In the506

elasto-plastic and elastic solutions the differential displacements and strains decrease with stiffer build-507

ings, although by a very small amount. This is most likely because the upper floors do not affect much508

the response of the foundation system. On the other hand, in the greenfield solution the displacements509

are, by definition, the same for all of the buildings and therefore the strains are similar. The elastic and510

greenfield analyses result in greater strains than those from the elasto-plastic solution, indicating that511

the elastic and greenfield solutions are conservative for this type (of gradually applied final settlement512

trough) input. Note that in the greenfield solution both the vertical and horizontal displacements were513

imposed on the foundation leading to excessive straining due to horizontal deformation.514

The above analyses consider a gradually increased final stage. Strictly speaking, such an approach515

can only be considered an approximation since the elasto-plastic behavior is path dependent and the 3D516

tunnel excavation process may lead to a different loading path. In order to consider an advancing tunnel517

case, the above process was repeated with a greenfield incremental input derived from an advancing518
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tunnel model incorporating the 3D settlement trough of Attewell et al. (1986). Note that the final state,519

generated by this 3D model, is the same as the Gaussian model used earlier. It was found that at the520

final stage the vertical displacements were marginally greater than those in the gradually increased case.521

With respect to straining of the planes parallel to the tunnel, it was found that the most critical state522

occurred when the tunnel face was positioned below the structure, leading to strains of εmax = 0.013%523

compared with εmax = 0.003% in the gradually increased case. Both strain values are smaller than524

those developed in the perpendicular plane to the tunnel.525

The above analyses involve fairly flexible framed structures, and while the effect of stiffness ap-526

pears in the number of stories of buildings, the structures can hardly be compared to stiffer structures527

involving infill walls. As such, further study is recommended before the above conclusions are gener-528

alized.529

5. Summary and conclusions530

A new formulation for nonlinear analysis of tunneling effects on existing buildings was presented.531

The suggested method allows simple communication between the structural and geotechnical engineers532

while including rigorous consideration of soil structure interaction and allowing for 3D modeling of533

the interaction problem. The formulation follows the concepts of matrix condensation for the represen-534

tation of the building and the consideration of soil nonlinearity through the use of macro-elements in535

conjunction with interaction terms between the foundations.536

The formulation was validated by comparison to elasto-plastic continuum solutions obtained by537

FLAC3D. The comparison showed good agreement, indicating that the main assumptions of the formu-538

lation, associated with the continuum nature of the soil and the development of local plastic zones, are539

valid.540

An interesting phenomenon, in which the foundation settlements are greater than those of the green-541

field, was observed and discussed. It was shown that the source of this phenomenon lies within the542

coupled vertical-horizontal plastic response of the foundations. This behavior cannot be captured by543

linear elastic solutions and is a good example of the advantage of the suggested formulation.544

Following the validation, the formulation was used to conduct a parametric study to evaluate the ef-545

fect of tunneling on existing multi-story buildings. Maximum strains of the cladding and non-structural546

elements were evaluated based on three methods - the suggested elasto-plastic formulation, linear elas-547
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tic solution, and greenfield solutions (i.e. forcing the foundation displacement due to tunneling to be548

the greenfield displacement). The analyses indicated that evaluation of the maximum strain using the549

elastic and greenfield methods may be too conservative, predicting strains up to 30% higher in the case550

of the linear elastic soil behavior and more than twice in the case of the greenfield method (most likely551

because of the imposed horizontal greenfield displacements).552

It should be noted that the analyses presented in the paper were limited to fairly flexible framed553

structures and to symmetric conditions. Further work on stiff structures with infill walls, as well as554

cases involving offset in building position relative to the tunnel, should be performed to generalize555

some of the conclusions.556
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tion: (a) Before tunneling, (b) After tunneling
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. The buildings used for the parametric analysis: (a) 5 story building, (b) 4 story building, (c) 3 story
building, (d) 2 story building
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Fig. 12. Total vertical displacement before tunneling
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